
CASE STUDY
HOW FOCUSED ON MACHINING ACHIEVED PROPER WEIGHT
REDUCTION AND AIRFLOW FOR AN ALUMINUM 6061
STRUCTURAL BRACKET WHILE REDUCING COST AND LEAD TIME.

Global Comms Exchange (GCE) provides custom support solutions for the 

satellite industry. They leverage over 50 years of fixed-satellite 

service (FSS) and mobile-satellite service (MSS) experience to optimize, 

procure, and configure VSAT and mobile hardware. 

Industry: Aerospace/Defense 

Location: Colorado Springs, Colorado 

Company Size: 18 People

THE PROJECT

The Company

The Challenge: GCE needed a structural bracket that was both 

strong and lightweight. But the small pockets they designed into the 

part meant long run times and a high cost per part.

The Solution: Focused on Machining proposed drilling holes instead of 

machining small pockets to save hours per part while achieving 

comparable strength and weight reduction properties. 

The Outcome: Focused on Machining reduced machining time from 45 

minutes to <60 seconds per pocket and reduced part cost by nearly 30% 

for GCE.  

120+ UNIQUE MACHINED PARTS 
AND COUNTING
When Steve Morling joined GCE as an operations consultant in 2019 , he 

was tasked with finding a machine shop to make parts for airborne 

satcom antennas.

He came across Focused on Machining while searching for shops close to 

GCE’s manufacturing facility in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

“I was drawn to Focused on Machining’s ISO certified status, which 

indicated that the shop has developed, implemented, and maintains a 

rigorous quality management system,” said Steve. 

Steve visited Focused on Machining at their shop  in Louviers and 

immediately formed a connection with the shop’s President, Justin Quinn. . 

“I toured the shop and I liked what I saw,” said Steve. “I appreciated 

Justin’s business methodology, and knew Focused on Machining would be a 

great partner for GCE.”

He sent Justin a set of drawings for complex parts. When Justin came back 

with competitive pricing, Steve requested test runs of several parts. GCE’s 

quality assurance team assessed the completed parts and gave the 

thumbs up to move forward with Focused on Machining.

Steve has relied on Focused on Machining for complex machined parts ever 

since. To date, Focused on Machining has run 120+ unique machined parts 

for GCE. 

A BETTER WAY TO ACHIEVE WEIGHT 
REDUCTION AND AIRFLOW FOR A 6061 
ALUMINUM STRUCTURAL BRACKET
Recently, GCE needed a structural bracket made from 6061 aluminum to 

hold an aluminum reflector in place for an antenna. 

The part needed to be strong enough to absorb the plane’s vibration, 

while holding an aluminum reflector and the feed attached to the 

reflector. Since the part would be in a high temperature environment, it 

needed proper airflow to prevent heat from building up. It also needed to 

be lightweight to keep fuel costs down. 
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GCE designed the part with small triangular pockets to achieve weight 

reduction and airflow while maintaining structural integrity. But small 

pockets are known for being time-consuming and labor-intensive to 

machine.

The team at Focused on Machining reviewed the original design and 

determined that they would need to use a 1/32” end mill to machine the 1” 

deep pockets. That would put their tooling at 20 times longer than the 

diameter. Anything more than 5 times the diameter is considered difficult 

to machine.

Each pocket alone would take 45 minutes to 1 hour to machine.

Justin explained the problem to Steve and suggested that Focused on 

Machining could come up with a better solution for achieving weight 

reduction and airflow. He and his team put the model right into 

Mastercam and found a way to replace the pockets with drilled holes. 

Justin presented Steve with this alternative solution, which met all part 

requirements at a significantly lower cost.

“Focused on Machining reduced machining 
time from 45 minutes to less than 60 seconds 

per pocket, saving us nearly 30% per part,” 
said Steve.

A TRUE PARTNERSHIP WITH A
SOLUTIONS-ORIENTED MACHINE SHOP
Steve knows he can always rely on Justin to find the fastest and most 

cost-effective way to machine GCE’s parts. 

“In my experience, when you send a drawing to a machine shop, a good one 

will use their expertise to provide strategic recommendations instead of 

just quoting the part as designed,” said Steve. 

Justin and his team welcome the opportunity to collaborate with 

customers and find solutions that improve quality, cost, and lead times.

“We like to optimize efficiency whenever possible to increase our own 

throughput,” said Justin. “Making parts easier to machine is a win-win 

situation for us and our customers.” 

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS
For more than a decade, Focused on Machining has provided 

high-quality, custom machined parts and components for 

customers across a wide range of industries including 

aerospace, energy, manufacturing, food and beverage, and 

military. 

Short Lead Times

Communication + Transparency

Precision Machining Capabilities

Focused on Machining specializes in delivering CNC 

machined parts in 2-4 weeks. That means high-quality 

parts when you need them.

Focused on Machining communicates with customers every 

step of the way. They never make assumptions or keep 

customers in the dark. 

Machining requires a tremendous degree of skill and an 

emphasis on precision. Focused on Machining excels at 

achieving the tightest tolerances and the most complex 

geometries.  
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